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ABSTRACT

Before the author writes about Indonesian Muslims must get out of the shackles of the secular 
ideology of pancasila, the author first asks Allah SWT for forgiveness. Here the author tries to open 
the veil that covers the secret that Indonesian Muslims must get out of the shackles of the secular 
ideology of pancasila, based on Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

There are several verses that reveal Allah's secrets about Indonesian Muslims must get out of the 
shackles of the secular ideology of pancasila, namely the following verses:

"And if you punish the deeds between them, by what Allah has revealed, and do not follow their 
lusts. And be careful towards them, so that they do not turn you away from part of what Allah has 
revealed to you. If they turn away, then know that in fact Allah wills that calamity befalls them 
due to some of their sins. And in fact most people are wicked people (Al Maa'idah: 5: 49)

"O you who believe, obey Allah and obey the Messenger and ulil amri among you. Then if you 
differ in opinion about something, then return it to Allah and the Messenger, if you really believe 
in Allah and the Last Day. That is that is more important and the result is better (An Nisaa ': 4: 
59)

 "And when news comes to them about security or fear, they then broadcast it. And if they submit 
a news to the Apostle and ulil amri among them, of course those who want to know the truth will 
know from them. If it were not for grace and Allah's mercy on you, of course you follow satan, 
except for a small part (An Nisaa ': 4: 83)

"And those who accept the call of their God and establish prayer, and their affairs by deliberation 
between them; and they spend part of the sustenance that We give them. (Asy Syuura: 42: 38)

"Indeed, Allah commands you to convey messages to those who are entitled to receive them, and 
when stipulating laws between people, so that you determine fairly. Indeed, Allah gives the best 
teaching to you. Indeed, Allah is All-Hearing, All-Seeing. (An Nisaa ': 4 : 58)

"Say: "He is Allah, the One and Only. (Al Ikhlash: 112: 1)"Allah is God who depends on Him for
everything (Al Ikhlash: 112: 2)" He is neither childless nor begotten (Al Ikhlash: 112: 3)"and no 
one is equal with Him (Al Ikhlash: 112:4 )

In an effort to uncover Allah's secret veil about Indonesian Muslims must get out of the shackles of 
the secular ideology of pancasila, the author uses the basis of deoxyribonucleic acid.

HYPOTHESIS

Here the author proposes the hypothesis that Indonesian Muslims must get out of the shackles of the
secular ideology of pancasila, return to "...law...revealed by Allah...(Al Maa'idah: 5: 49), based on 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) )



PHOTON

Photons are elementary particles of the boson type and carriers of electromagnetic interaction.

QUARK

If we want to know about quarks, then we have to look at one of the hydrogen atoms, which is the 
building element of the human body, animals, plants and fruits, as well as inanimate objects. Then 
we open the body of the hydrogen atom, we will find one electron and one proton nucleus. So if this
proton is split, then we will find two up quarks and one down quark. Where these three quarks are 
combined with a gluon.

DEOXYRIBONUCLATED ACID (DNA)

DNA is a storehouse of genetic information that has a double structure that forms a double helix and
contains polynucleotide macromolecules that are arranged repeatedly from nucleotide polymers. 
This nucleotide consists of folate, a 5-carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. The 
nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine (A), Cytosine (C) and Thymine (T).

Guanine (G) consists of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. 
Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytosine (C) contains 4 
carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) contains 5 
carbon atoms. 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 1 atom of 
phosphorus, 4 atoms of oxygen and 2 atoms of hydrogen. A 5 carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms, 2 
oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms.

Based on human Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), it consists of 32.20% carbon atoms, 25.43% 
nitrogen atoms, 6.78% oxygen atoms and 35.59% hydrogen atoms. Where carbon, nitrogen, oxygen
and hydrogen atoms are widely available around us and in the atmosphere.

INDONESIAN MUSLIMS MUST GET OUT OF THE SHACKLES OF THE SECULAR 
IDEOLOGY OF PANCASILA SOEKARNO

Now, we are still concentrating on dismantling the secrets contained behind the verses: 
"...punish...by what Allah revealed...(Al Maa'idah: 5: 49)"...when stipulating judge between people so 
that you judge fairly...(An Nisaa' : 4: 58) “...obey Allah and obey the Messenger...(An Nisaa' : 4: 59)

In Allah's declaration "...punish...by what Allah revealed...(Al Maa'idah: 5: 49)

Well, based on Allah's declaration "...laws...revealed by Allah...(Al Maa'idah : 5: 49)

Now, the question arises,

What about the basis of Belief in the One and Only God, which is in Pancasila, can it be equated 
with "...laws...revealed by Allah...(Al Maa'idah: 5: 49) ?

Well, the answer is in the secret kept behind the history of the BPUPK (Investigating Agency for 
Preparatory Efforts for Independence) or Dokuritzu Zunby Tyoosakai with its chairman Dr Rajiman
Widiodiningrat which was formed and appointed by General Hagachi Seisiroo, a general of the 
Japanese Army.

So now, let's disassemble what the BPUPK (Investigating Agency for Preparatory for 



Independence) or Dokuritzu Zunby Tyoosakai does with its chairman, Dr. Rajiman Widiodiningrat.

BPUPK (Investigation Agency for Preparatory Work for Independence) or Dokuritzu Zunby 
Tyoosakai with its chairman Dr. Rajiman Widiodiningrat was formed and appointed by General 
Hagachi Seisiro, a general of the Japanese Army. The BPUPK convened from 28 May to 1 June 
1945.

On June 1, 1945 Soekarno delivered his speech which contained proposals for the basic philosophy 
of the state which was named Pancasila which contained 1. Indonesian Nationalism or Nationalism, 
2. Humanity or Internationalism, 3. Consensus or Democracy, 4. Social Welfare, 5. Faith in God 
Almighty.

Where the results of this meeting were formulated by a committee of nine namely Soekarno, Hatta, 
Maramis, Abikusno Cokrosuyoso, Agus Salim, Kahar Muzakkir, Wahid Hasyim, Ahmad Subardjo, 
Mohammad Yamin. On June 22, 1945, the results of this formulation were born, which Mohammad 
Yamin called the Jakarta Charter.

Nationalist figures and Islamic figures, Soekarno, Mohammad Hatta, Mohammad Yamin, Agus 
Salim, Kahar Muzakkir and Wahid Hasyim, all of whom joined the Committee of Nine from 
BPUPK which formulated Pancasila as the state philosophy.

Now another question arises,

Is it true that Pancasila as the state philosophy is stated in the preambule (muqaddimah) of the 1945 
Constitution "Sovereignty of the people based on Belief in One Almighty God, just and civilized 
humanity, Indonesian Unity and Democracy led by wisdom in representative deliberations, and by 
realizing social justice for all Indonesian people," which is the result of the formulation and the 
guidance of the Committee of Nine from BPUPK, which is derived from Islam and accepted by all 
Indonesian Muslims ?

Well, it turns out, if you dig deeper into the words "Belief in the One and Only God" contained in 
the preambule of the 1945 Constitution, then it is connected with "Say: "He is Allah, the One and 
Only. (Al Ikhlash: 112: 1)"Allah is God who depends on Him for everything (Al Ikhlash: 112: 2)" He is 
neither childless nor begotten (Al Ikhlash: 112: 3)"and no one is equal with Him (Al Ikhlash: 112:4 ), it 
will be found that the words "In the One and Only God" contained in the preambule of the 45th 
Constitution have nothing to do with (Al Ikhlash: 112: 1-4 )

Or in other words "Belief in the One and Only God" contained in the preambule of the 1945 
Constitution, cannot be accepted by Islam and Pancasila as the ideology and philosophy of the state 
cannot be accepted by Islam.

With the reason that it could be that "There is only One Almighty God" contained in the preambule 
of the 45th Constitution is a large banyan tree that is worshiped or a large statue that is worshiped or
a large stone that is worshiped or a large wooden tree that is worshiped.

Or it may also be said that "Belief in the One and Only God" contained in the preambule of the 45th 
Constitution is one tree or one statue or one stone.

Now, Indonesian Muslims must get out of the shackles of the secular Pancasila ideology of 
Soekarno, Hatta, Maramis, Abikusno Cokrosuyoso, Agus Salim, Kahar Muzakkir, Wahid Hasyim, 
Ahmad Subardjo and Mohammad Yamin.



Or it could also be said, Indonesian Muslims must get out of the shackles of the secular ideology of 
Pancasila as a result of the formulation of the BPUPK (Investigation Agency for Preparatory Work 
for Independence) or Dokuritzu Zunby Tyoosakai with its chairman Dr. Rajiman Widiodiningrat 
formed and appointed by General Hagachi Seisiro, a general of the Japanese Army, convened from 
28 May to 1 June 1945.

CONCLUSION

From what has been explained above, it can be concluded that the secrets contained behind the 
verses: "...punish...by what Allah revealed...(Al Maa'idah: 5: 49)"...when stipulating judge between 
people so that you judge fairly...(An Nisaa' : 4: 58) “...obey Allah and obey the Messenger...(An Nisaa' : 
4: 59)

In Allah's declaration "...punish...by what Allah revealed...(Al Maa'idah: 5: 49)

Well, based on Allah's declaration "...laws...revealed by Allah...(Al Maa'idah : 5: 49)

Now, the question arises,

What about the basis of Belief in the One and Only God, which is in Pancasila, can it be equated 
with "...laws...revealed by Allah...(Al Maa'idah: 5: 49) ?

Well, the answer is in the secret kept behind the history of the BPUPK (Investigating Agency for 
Preparatory Efforts for Independence) or Dokuritzu Zunby Tyoosakai with its chairman Dr Rajiman
Widiodiningrat which was formed and appointed by General Hagachi Seisiroo, a general of the 
Japanese Army.

So now, let's disassemble what the BPUPK (Investigating Agency for Preparatory for 
Independence) or Dokuritzu Zunby Tyoosakai does with its chairman, Dr. Rajiman Widiodiningrat.

BPUPK (Investigation Agency for Preparatory Work for Independence) or Dokuritzu Zunby 
Tyoosakai with its chairman Dr. Rajiman Widiodiningrat was formed and appointed by General 
Hagachi Seisiro, a general of the Japanese Army. The BPUPK convened from 28 May to 1 June 
1945.

On June 1, 1945 Soekarno delivered his speech which contained proposals for the basic philosophy 
of the state which was named Pancasila which contained 1. Indonesian Nationalism or Nationalism, 
2. Humanity or Internationalism, 3. Consensus or Democracy, 4. Social Welfare, 5. Faith in God 
Almighty.

Where the results of this meeting were formulated by a committee of nine namely Soekarno, Hatta, 
Maramis, Abikusno Cokrosuyoso, Agus Salim, Kahar Muzakkir, Wahid Hasyim, Ahmad Subardjo, 
Mohammad Yamin. On June 22, 1945, the results of this formulation were born, which Mohammad 
Yamin called the Jakarta Charter.

Nationalist figures and Islamic figures, Soekarno, Mohammad Hatta, Mohammad Yamin, Agus 
Salim, Kahar Muzakkir and Wahid Hasyim, all of whom joined the Committee of Nine from 
BPUPK which formulated Pancasila as the state philosophy.

Now another question arises,

Is it true that Pancasila as the state philosophy is stated in the preambule (muqaddimah) of the 1945 



Constitution "Sovereignty of the people based on Belief in One Almighty God, just and civilized 
humanity, Indonesian Unity and Democracy led by wisdom in representative deliberations, and by 
realizing social justice for all Indonesian people," which is the result of the formulation and the 
guidance of the Committee of Nine from BPUPK, which is derived from Islam and accepted by all 
Indonesian Muslims ?

Well, it turns out, if you dig deeper into the words "Belief in the One and Only God" contained in 
the preambule of the 1945 Constitution, then it is connected with "Say: "He is Allah, the One and 
Only. (Al Ikhlash: 112: 1)"Allah is God who depends on Him for everything (Al Ikhlash: 112: 2)" He is 
neither childless nor begotten (Al Ikhlash: 112: 3)"and no one is equal with Him (Al Ikhlash: 112:4 ), it 
will be found that the words "In the One and Only God" contained in the preambule of the 45th 
Constitution have nothing to do with (Al Ikhlash: 112: 1-4 )

Or in other words "Belief in the One and Only God" contained in the preambule of the 1945 
Constitution, cannot be accepted by Islam and Pancasila as the ideology and philosophy of the state 
cannot be accepted by Islam.

With the reason that it could be that "There is only One Almighty God" contained in the preambule 
of the 45th Constitution is a large banyan tree that is worshiped or a large statue that is worshiped or
a large stone that is worshiped or a large wooden tree that is worshiped.

Or it may also be said that "Belief in the One and Only God" contained in the preambule of the 45th 
Constitution is one tree or one statue or one stone.

Now, Indonesian Muslims must get out of the shackles of the secular Pancasila ideology of 
Soekarno, Hatta, Maramis, Abikusno Cokrosuyoso, Agus Salim, Kahar Muzakkir, Wahid Hasyim, 
Ahmad Subardjo and Mohammad Yamin.

Or it could also be said, Indonesian Muslims must get out of the shackles of the secular ideology of 
Pancasila as a result of the formulation of the BPUPK (Investigation Agency for Preparatory Work 
for Independence) or Dokuritzu Zunby Tyoosakai with its chairman Dr. Rajiman Widiodiningrat 
formed and appointed by General Hagachi Seisiro, a general of the Japanese Army, convened from 
28 May to 1 June 1945.
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